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I take the idea of lacunae, which are defined as
gaps or discontinuities in structures as the focus
of this research.
With the growth in density of urban centers, access to buildable space will decrease and lacunae
within the urban structure will remain. Through
Intentional urban exploration in highly developed
urbanscapes reveals numerous underutilized and
awkward spaces. While often overlooked for development because of their complexity, the commitment of this thesis is to highlight these unique
sites and their distinct spatial potential.
This project exposes the hidden potential latent
in these lacunae that are underused in the urban
fabric. Every neighborhood has such spaces
where they can be used to connect dormant elements within the city.
The proposed interventions offered here respond to specific neighborhood within Boston, yet
will form a network within the urban landscape,
guiding users to notice and experience the wealth
of lacunae hidden in plain sight. Through increased visibility, these spaces will become vital
points of interaction and engagement in the overall community network. Like a system of acupuncture, which strategically stimulates the flow of
pathways within the human body, each site intervention will set in motion a system of relations
among lacunae within the urban fabric.
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GLOSSARY

—

—

The limit of a space, usually

The rise of a building viewed

A space where an innovative infill

perceived as a threshold be-

dimensionally from multiple

is introduced for programming.

tween two zones, such as private

angles. Specific to this project, is

and public.

the way an ‘odd’ space is viewed

—
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Odd or Hinge Space
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Glossary
of Terms

Elevation

Boundary

volumetrically, with attention to
adjacent connections as possible

Urban fabric

grafts on the environment.

—

Declutter

Each city has a characteristic

—

shape composed of natural

An action upon a space to

elements (river, mountain, land

highlight overlooked elements

Framed

edges) and man-made elements

that when reframed enhance the

—

(districts, roads, blocks); togeth-

character of a site, both expand-

An intervention that is predomi-

er they compose a unique and

ing stated intentions and maxi-

nantly visual to direct attention.

specific weave distinctive to the

mizing potential.

In the creation of a focal point,

city.

the use of a contrasting materials is central.

Buildable space

Visual connection

—

—
Establishing a link between two

length, but whose width must

Gradients of spaciousness
(Light and space)

exceed a minimum of 66” yet not

—

spaces) to create a common

of the scale enough for an

A flexible palette of elements

language of forms and interac-

architectural intervention.

used to enhance the atmosphere

tions.

An interior space uninhibited by

of an interior in an unexpected
way.

Community
—
An initiative to reactivate forgot-

Interiority

ten pockets of land in existing

—

neighborhoods to revive the

The user experience and feel

community.

within an interior space that is
enclosed or delimited in any
creative form.

Densification
—
A compact urban area, with little

Lacunae

buildable space for development,

—

whether commercial or residen-

Gaps or discontinuities in struc-

tial.

tures found through i
ntentional urban exploration
in a city.

or more dissimilar elements (or
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GAP
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Noticing

Fig.2

The Gaps

Fig.1

Within a complex urban fabric,
there are gaps that go unnoticed—negative spaces that are
technically voids, suggesting
emptiness. It is the purpose of
this study to account for these
gaps and to highlight them as
potential sites of intervention
and adaptive reuse. While
immaterial and inert, when
framed they suggest conditions
for programmatic inquiry.
Through intentional acts of
intervention, it is possible to call
the gaps into play with their
physical surroundings of the
urban framework, specifically,
with their structures, materials,
and the streetscape at large.
Now the gaps carry a visible
charge within a push and pull of
elements, both physical and
non-physical. This once unnoticed space becomes a demarcated zone, a place of possibility.

Experimenting with urban
gaps invites a rich and interactive dialogue between visibility
and invisibility, materiality and
immateriality, light and dark,
motion and stillness, and transparency at different scalers.
Consequently, the desire to
reveal the “gap” led to a series
of explorations in manipulating
residual spaces in order to
define and visually frame their
meanings.
The first experiment began
with a curiosity to capture and to
materialize the ephemeral form
of vapor (Fig.1). Often seen
floating on top of a morning cup
of tea or coffee, this ephemeral
material is nearly invisible and
manifests through a play of
various opacities. Upon close
reading, vapor is almost palpable
with a shape made of a network
of gaps and physical material.

However, the background reverberation overpowers it and leaves
the viewer yearning for a lost
connection. The aim of this
experiment is to capture this
fleeting moment and to highlight
the different opacities. To truly
notice the movement within
vapor, it needs to be combined
with the appropriate material. By
printing a digital reproduction of
vapor with black ink on black
paper (Fig.2), it further calls for
precise attention to its finest
details. The variations of tints in
the ink and paper introduce a
push and pull technique and
reveal the depths of the interior
of vapor. These gaps are visible
and celebrated by the dark
tonalities surrounding them. With
these gaps, the vapor becomes a
defined entity, consequently
leading to one to wonder how to
make invisible space more visible.
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Fig.3

A second experiment followed. Pattern, in essence, is a
play between the framed and
unframed, the positive and negative form. This exploration started
with an original pattern template,
only to be altered into two different patterns. With these two new
patterns a selective process was
used to isolate the small (Fig. 3)
and ‘non-essential’ forms so as
not to hinder the pattern’s overall
appearance. This process attempted to represent the gaps that
often remain invisible in our
everyday experiences in an urban
landscape. In other words, the
edited pattern template is the way
to view the city fabric with its
lacunae.
By overlaying the isolated
pieces onto the altered pattern,
the mind shifts from what is
familiar (Fig.4). These gaps are
much more present once they are
acknowledged and showcasedthey cannot be forgotten. With this
action of fine tuning the way we
view things brings a completely
new perspective on the forms we
see everyday. One goes on to
wonder where they exist in a city’s
urban fabric and now they came
into place with the city, what forms
do they take?
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What types of interventions can be done to make
them an integral part of the city, both noticeable and celebrated?

Fig.4
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URBAN PATTERN
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Pattern Evolution
Through Urban
Densification

Fig.5

Half of the US Population Lives in the Shaded Counties

1

Avi Friedman, Narrow
Houses: New Directions in
Efficient Design, 1st ed
(New York, N.Y: Princeton Architectural Press,
2010).

2

Liliane Wong, Adaptive
Reuse: Extending the
Lives of Buildings (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2017).

With urban growth and different
planning strategies, often odd,
irregular and unwanted spaces
are created and are unwanted.
Why use these spaces when we
have better, more viable and
easier spaces now? The United
States is known for its large
tracts of land; however, half of
the population live in clustered
dense areas (Fig.5). By thinking
a couple of decades ahead,
these unwanted spaces will be
the only thing left for emerging
hyper dense cities.
To understand densification patterns, both conceptually
and in their evolution, we need
to consider how the original city
blueprint was formed. Every city

around the world was informed
through a foundational city
pattern, with original street
paths and blocks. For example,
most European cities evolved,
morphed and developed on the
vestiges of the Roman town
grid. From the original grid
pattern, new overlapping grids
are continually added, contributing to an ever-evolving urban
network (Fig.6).1 New patterns
attune to pre-existing ones in
this ongoing process of adaptive
reuse. We witness “connection
across the fabric of time and
space and preservation of
memory - all of which results in
densely woven narratives of the
built environment.”2

Fig.6
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Most American cities
started with this main concept of
the grid; mainly for its ease and
efficiency.3 Although initiated
from the same concept, due to
their distinctive location and
varied densification and growth,
they started to evolve differently
(Fig.7). Being surrounded by
different factors (such as
different city land use intensities, unique edge/water relations, new highways) the initial
intent to develop changed from
the original plan. For example,
Paragonah and Chicago originally started with the same base
grid, but nowadays they are
completely different due to their
land demand and urban development. Paragonah has a
population of 488 habitants
whereas Chicago has a population of 2.7 million, with this
drastic population difference,
Chicago had to grow, expand
and stretch which makes its own
grid much tighter (Fig.8).4

Fig.8: This info-graphic places 20 American grids in a side-by-side comparison at the same scale of 1”=400’-0”)

Fig.7

3

Paul knight, “The Great American Grid – Benefits of the
Grid,” June 8, 2013, https://
www.thegreatamericangrid.com/
archives/2711.

4

Paul knight, The Great American
Grid, n.d., n.d., http://www.
thegreatamericangrid.com/infographics.
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By arbitrary land division
and urban planning, plenty of
gaps between dwellings are
created (Fig.10). Because
buildings are not divided identically, their width and sizes vary
in each plot, thus creating
aleatoric small strips of lands
that would be left out.8 The
tendency of potential user is to
ignore them —they become
overlooked, unnoticeable, until
the densification of the city
reaches a critical point that
makes city planners, developers,
architects and clients look into
them and try to work with them
as a last result.

7

Friedman, Narrow Houses.

8

Friedman.

Fig.9: City Street Network Orientation

Fig.10

5

Shaunacy Ferro, “What a
Square Mile of a City’s
Grid Looks Like Around
the World,” online magazine, Mnetal Floss, February 13, 2017, https://
www.mentalfloss.com/article/92200/what-squaremile-citys-grid-looksaround-world.

6

Geoff Boeing, “Urban
Street Network Orientation,” Geoff Boeing
(blog), September 9,
2019, https://geoffboeing.com/2019/09/urban-street-network-orientation/.

Majority of the cities
developed in a radial, web form,
but once they hit an obstacle
(e.g. land edge) they deflected.
For instance, Boston grew
desultory over the centuries,5
with the grid misalignment,
subsequently leading to a
mish-mash of competing
orientations (Fig.9).6 Streets
hold within them a city’s evolu-

tion, and they are far more
telling than the sum of individual
houses.7 By the way they connect and swerve from obstacles,
and how they change in size,
the streets provide an imprinted
record of their historical evolution and their impact on the city
grid. With a higher demand in
urban settlements, it made the
grid pattern grow and expand.

pical
ites

NY C typical
small sites

Competition
selected lots

Fig.11

“Like the offal left after the
prime cuts the meat”
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In New York City (NYC) its
narrow and unusual lots are
unwanted and vacant for a long
time. Their shape resulted from
development leftovers, zoning
flukes or challenging building
codes.9 A competition was
launched calling out architects
and designers to bring solutions
“for acres of vacant land on
irregular lots considered too
narrow, too shallow or too
onerous to build on.”10
NYC usually deals with
small sites that are 25 feet wide
and 100 feet deep, or 2500
square feet.11 When a city grid
morphs through urban settlements, the city blocks depth and
length is already predetermined,
which makes it easier to understand their limitations of existing
odd
spaces,12 as the selected
Competition
lots
for thelots
competitions are as
selected
narrow as 13 feet and/ or have
1008 square feet — wedged
between residential buildings in
all five boroughs (Queens,
Harlem, Manhattan, Brooklyn
and Bronx) (fig.11).13

9

Stefanos Chen, “Architects Wanted: Design
These Odd Lots,” The New
York Times, February 4,
2019, sec. Real Estate,
https://www.nytimes.
com/2019/02/04/realestate/architects-wanteddesign-these-odd-lots.
html.

10

Stefanos Chen, “Wanted:
The Oddest Lots,” The New
York Times, February 15,
2019, sec. Real Estate,
https://www.nytimes.
com/2019/02/15/realestate/wanted-the-oddestlots.html.
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Chen, “Architects Wanted.”
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Friedman, Narrow Houses.
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Chen, “Architects
Wanted.”

14

Chen, “Wanted.”
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Chen.

Only a fraction of 6.7% of
unoccupied land in NYC can be
easily used for development, as
they don’t have difficult land
conditions, land access or some
specific zoning requirements.
The remaining land is considered by investors as a difficult
urban infill.14 These lots are “like
the offal left after the prime cuts
of meat.”15 A couple of decades
ago, they were invisible, overlooked and undesired. Plenty of
odds lots remain unclaimed
however, recently they are being
considered due to land scarcity
from NYC hyper densification.
The advantage of this competition is to bring inventive solutions for better land-use within
the city. However, the project
concept and essence are being
lost and even limiting when one
of the main considerations is to
ensure “the continuity on the
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Fig.12

block” by filling these gaps.16 This
replicable urban infill design might
respond to various site typologies17
(Fig.12) and offer affordable
housing but will not necessarily
respond to the need of the community around it. Some of theses
overlooked sites do not need to be
filled in order to achieve a purpose
within the urban fabric and the
city
Urban development patterns
need to be improved to avoid
these neglected spaces. One way
to help improve this urban pattern
development is to start working/
engaging with these odd/overlooked spaces in a city that is not
yet in a hopeless need of empty
space, like NYC, but is on the
verge of reaching that dilemma in
a couple of decades. Looking at
unheeded gaps, niches as a
solution to answer the impending
lack of space problem. By helping
the citizens, investors and developers to realize that they hold a
latent beauty, and by utilizing
them and maximizing their potential it can help inform a new
pattern of densification of the city.
These gaps need to be
spaces that are more sensitive and
attentive to its original context/
environment and enhance the city
identity instead of just being a
soulless last resort caused from
the densification trap.

16

Chen, “Architects Wanted.”

17

“Big Ideas for Small Lots NYC
| Housing Design Competition,”
Big Ideas for Small Lots NYC,
accessed November 18, 2019,
https://urbaninfilldesigncompetition.cityofnewyork.us.
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ODD & NARROW
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Odd And Narrow

As explained beforehand, due to
city growth causing them to shift
from the original city plan,
spaces that are usually odd,
narrow are created. Thus making
them undesirable creating a
subliminal attitude of avoiding
them as well as not noticing
them. Before talking about
unlocking their potential, we
need to understand how they are
defined, which spaces can be
part of this undesired elite group.
In other terms what is considered
unwanted, odd, latent?
It usually starts with a
space that is considered by
many to be uneasy to build on,
due to habits on working on
larger sites and different typology with lesser restriction. The
spaces of interest are usually
relative, defined or influenced by
the site condition. Amsterdam
Singel street has a house with a
width of 3.3 feet. This space was
built from a leftover space
between two structures (Fig.13).18
It can also be defined or influ-

18

Sarah Yang, 9 of the
worl’ds skinniest houses:
they really are that narrow.

19

Friedman, Narrow Houses.

Fig.13

enced by cultural conditions,
such as bedrooms and their
special dimension for its ideal
functioning, which can therefore
outline the appropriate width for
a dwelling. Technology can also
be part of the determining factor
of how narrow a space is. In
other words, if a structure is
prefabricated and needs to be
shipped, the highway-transit
regulations need to be considered and limits the width from 14
to 16 feet. Any wider than that
would be a costly delivery fee.
These examples are all from
historic precedents that are
defined by the site, cultural, and
technological factors. As a
general rule an overlooked,
in-between odd space has a
width that is no bigger than 27
feet (Fig.14). 19
There are many built narrow
houses that come from spaces
that are unwanted. Most of them
started as an infill project, some
of them stretched the limits of
how far a small infill can become

5’6”
Fig.14
Fig.15

11’
16’6”

22’
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Fig.16

20

Chen, “Wanted.”
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a livable house. For instance, the
Keret house is by far the narrowest house that exists in the
world. With a width of 5 feet and
with 150 square feet of interior
space,20 sandwiched between
two buildings in located the
center of Warsaw, Poland
(Fig.15). Squeezed into a crevice,
Keret house, started as an art
installation, now houses travelling artists and writers in residence. The architect Jakub
Szczesny was triggered to build
a home in such a tight gap when
he tried to project himself into
that space and imagine who
could live in it. The void enticed
him and made him wonder how
the space could be used at its
maximum potential. Like
Szcesny said, “It started with the
space,” and it somehow informed all its design decisions
and interventions; wondering
who might be the user, how they
would live in such a space and
what activities they would do it
in (Fig.16). Using writer Edgar
Keret as the client, they developed a triangular house that
would be just enough for one

Fig.17
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Fig.18

21

Jay Shafer, “Organizing
Principles; Scale,” in
The Small House Book,
2005, 14–30.

22

Amy Frearson, “Keret
House: World’s Narrowest
House by Jakub Szczesny,” Dezeen, October 31,
2012, https://www.dezeen.
com/2012/10/31/worldsnarrowest-house-by-jakubszczesny/.

person (Fig.17). A space designed for just a single inhabitant
that lives in it but also has the
possibility to work in it (Fig.18).
Understanding the anthropometric data is crucial to
create an effective compact
narrow space. The architect
studied and understood exactly
how much space one would
need to occupy such space
while having different activity
movements, such as standing,
sitting, lying down. “To know
how much space can be excised
from our homes we must first
understand how much is needed.” 21 The house pushed the
limits of the interior space as it
tested the limits of someone’s
capacity to live in such a tight
space. The architect also

wondered the possible amount
of time one can spend in such a
space. The architect saw this
space fit for a private spatial use
and maximized its tightness and
awkwardness and made the
project come to life.
The house contradicts that
false image of the impossibility
of constructing a living space
within such a premise, while at
the same time broadening the
concept of impossible architecture.22 It is this concept of
pushing the spatial boundaries,
the preconceived spatial belief
that is desired for this thesis.
However, the desired site is a
space that will be explored and
enjoyed by a community, instead
of a single person, making it
more a public space of interaction.

SPATIAL PERCEPTION
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Spacial Perception
“The interior is a meeting between the intimate
scale of the senses and the larger scale of
interior architecture they shape”

Fig.19

23

Lois Weinthal, ed., Toward
a New Interior, 1st ed (New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2011).

24

Weinthal.

25

Friedman, Narrow Houses.

The concept behind all these
ideas is largely based on the
human perception of space and
how we intervene in it. The
“odd, constricted space” typology is always seen with a specific
preconception, one of claustrophobia. It is closely related to
the interaction of the body
within the physical space.
Leonardo Da Vinci’s Vitruvian
man (Fig.19) situates the body in
the built environment in interior
architecture. “The interior is a
meeting between the intimate
scale of the senses and the
larger scale of interior architecture they shape.”23 In short, the
human’s body determines the
measured, and as such he
dictates not only the base of
design theories and measurements but also how we interact
and interpret a space.24 We
believe we need spaciousness
—or we have been educated
and raised with that belief.
We adapt to certain spaces
only when the reason seems
valid. For instance, boats and
other watercrafts’ spaces and
voids are designed and distributed efficiently to answer the
needs of the sea traveler. They
are mainly transit spaces but
have now successfully also
turned into residential spaces. It
is an efficient, functional small

space that responds to the user
needs, it might sometimes call
for a certain time of adaptation.
However, the concept of residing in it for an undetermined
period of time becomes much
less attractive to occupants.
Meanwhile, if one was offered
the chance to live in a suburban
house redolent of inefficiency,
one is suddenly attracted to a
sense of spaciousness associated with the interior. This suburban house serves no real
function but also has an abundance of wasted space. In other
words, our experience situates
our own relationship to the
efficiency of interior space. As
an interior architect, I must
consider the social dimension
that unconsciously frames the
user’s relationship to the interstitial territory. By marrying efficiency with a sense of space,
one can design undesired
constricted spaces that feel
more relatable, comfortable and
personal rather than the usual
prejudice of the cramped and
suffocating space.25
This study decodes overlooked spaces, such that the
public will reengage with the
seams in a densifying fabric.
The interstitial lacuna of
the urban fabric suddenly becomes primary.

This project serves to
visually and verbally reframe our
perceptions and shows the
potential of constricted spaces.
It redefines the meaning of
occupying public space that
is minimal.
Ministry for All exhibition
by Carla Juaçaba and Marcelo
Cidade presented in Storefront
for Art and Architecture, a
constricted isosceles shaped
space designed by Steven Holl
was approached tastefully.
Walking through the space
didn’t make the occupant feel
confined or anxious to leave. A
sense of play is activated,
encouraging exploration and
forgetting the confinement of
this unique space. The space
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Occupying minimized public space:
offered an ethereal experience
that pushes the occupant into
the most extreme tight spaces
to wander through and explore
every inch of the space (Fig.2021). We seem to shift our minds
to adapt to spaces that we are
unaccustomed to only when the
experience offered seems valid
and inviting enough. The exhibit
adapted to the hosting shell, it
functions invites a particular
kind of use and experience. To
work with confined spaces there
is a series of analytic programming that needs to be taken into
consideration: scale of body,
time frame of use, program of
circulation... All these factors
impact how one perceives space.

Fig.20

“Acknowledging the limits of architecture can provide important lessons about how spaces come to
be used differently from their stated intentions”
Fig.21
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… The physical presence of the structures remains constant,
yet what occurs inside of them is perpetually in flux, ultimately
shaping and influencing the social order. Ministry for All pairs
architect Carla Juaçaba (Rio de Janeiro, 1976) and artist Marcelo
Cidade (São Paulo, 1979) in an indirect collaboration that exposes
the physical infrastructures of Storefront’s gallery space in order to
comment on the social and political foundations of the built environment. This site-specific installation, created entirely with Storefront’s existing infrastructural elements, undresses the gallery’s
iconic facade to acknowledge the theatricality and vulnerability of
architecture.
[…]
Acknowledging the limits of architecture can provide important lessons about how spaces come to be used differently from
their stated intentions. Although exposing what buildings are made
of might make them seem vulnerable, in recognizing their fragility
we are reminded that it is the users who make them perform.
Together, Juaçaba and Cidade’s collaboration serves as a
conceptual and poetic critique on the resilience of architecture that
ultimately asks a crucial question for the future of Brazil and other
societies around the world: how do we build social and political
systems that work for all? 26
Fig.22

26

Carla Juaçaba and Marcelo
Cidade, “Ministry for
All,” September 21, 2019.

In the exhibition excerpt
from Ministry for all by the
architect/designer in Storefront
for Art and Architecture, they
assert that architectural structures —not the streets exclusively, have an abiding presence
in the urban fabric. With the
change of users and activities
inside of them, interior spaces
exist in a state of flux, morphing
and changing as long as the
structure stands (for instance a
gallery, refurbished buildings).
Beyond that socio-political
factor, Carla and Marcelo’s work
explores the concept of interiority through the hosting shell,
an interior form that houses
the liminal.
This was a revealing
moment as it expanded my personal definition of structures
and their boundaries. The urban
fabric acts like the main building
field that holds multiple niches
and interior spaces. I see the
city as a building in itself, and
for this reason, my practice
renders permeable the borders
delineating “interiority.” In short,
I recognize an experience of
the “interior” in alleyways, in
the mis-zoned, in grid misalignment, in the unincorporated.
From this perspective, one
championed by Carla Juaçaba
and Marcelo Cidade architecture’s discourse seems illequipped to define intervention.

This concept of spatial
limitation largely depends on the
human perception of space and
how we, as designers, intervene
and how users interact with an
interior. With my interest in minimal space, is often viewed as
“odd, constricted space” typology due to how it is dependent
and closely related on the
interaction of the body within
the space. A multitude of
considerations need to be
addressed for such spaces to
help shift that perception such
as a play with scale, circulation,
timeframe of use, structure that
is part of a broader system or
just autonomous.
While Carla and Marcelo’s
work questioned the structures
that work for all in the future of
Brazil. My question regards the
activation of the overlooked,
constricted, in-between spaces
that invites its surrounding to
connect and interact with it.
Encourages the proliferation of
such interventions, but the
key answer depends mostly on
the interior experience and the
way it morphs and adapts
depending on the influence of
its surroundings. In doing so,
our new discourse deterritorializes and forces us to vivisect
the Vitruvian man.
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IN-BETWEEN

Working with these typologies,
they represent promising interventions within the urban fabric. They
are inert until something is done
with them. How can they be
reactivated? How to make them
engage with its larger surrounding
environment but also with the
neighborhood community around
it? By reading through the lines of
the urban fabric, potential voids
are seen as incubators to (re)
activate missing elements of a
neighborhood. In other words, they
become an intervention gesture.
The Latin origin of this words
means to come in-between, in
other words theses voids become
the “IN-BETWEEN” of the urban
context and the neighborhood
community.”27 This study will have
specific user target but also a
bigger scale challenge as theses
small niches will connect within
the city. In other terms they will be
hinges opening up not only to the
city but as well to the community.
In this chapter, we will review
a couple of projects and how
these interstitial, in between
spaces answered this overall
problem in their own and different
unique ways depending on the
site, location and time period.
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The Potential Of The
In-Between

Pixel Hotel in Linz Austria
focuses on urban renewal by
reactivating void spaces within
the urban fabric but also helps
create connections between
them. This project stretched the
boundaries of a hotel concept to
the extreme. It is a hotel merged
within the city fabric; in other
terms the city becomes the host
building of the hotel. The rooms
or pixels are revitalized old
empty spaces strewn within the
city (Fig.23). This project brings
the tourist closer connection to
the city and its citizens. By
having the room in the middle of
the vast urban ocean, the hotel’s
lobby, restaurant, breakfast and
bar get replaced by multiple
potential spots within the city.
The visitors get to have a new
way to see the city of Linz and
immediately start negotiating
the city’s character on an
intimate level. A.ORT.A’s architects and designer investigated
numerous empty and unused
spaces across the city to find
the suitable pixels. The selected
unused spaces are repaired,
renewed and reconnected to
their distinguished urban milieu
(Fig.24 - 25). Not only the new
space offered the typical hotel
bedroom needs but it also
offered a story to tell on its
origin and environment.28

Fig.23

27

Markus Berger, “Searching for
the In-Bewteen,” ed. Liliane
Wong and Markus Berger, Int|AR
10 (2019): 128.

28

Markus Berger, “Pixel Hotel,
Linz Austria,” Int|AR, n.d., 12.
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Fig.24

Fig.25
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In a more poetic use of
interstitial/overlooked space,
Andrés Carretero and Carolina
Klocker offered a more playful
imaginative way. They turned an
old abandoned long narrow
access road into a lively festive
atmospheric space (Fig.26 28).29 The architects proposed to
transform a street of 670 meters
(approximately 7212 square feet)
enclosed by straight and curved

walls into a large playground
filled with sand, that they also
are able to put it to execution
(Fig.29 - 30).30 Viewing the city
through children’s eye, the niche
in Madrid’s urban grid slowly
overtaken by undergrowth and
rubbles was transformed into a
comfortable and playful space
by following the concept of “free
moment of our body in space” as
a key driver.31

Fig.27

Fig.26

29

“Fiesta - Andrés Carretero,” accessed November
19, 2019, http://www.andrescarretero.net/fiesta.

30

Constanza Martínez Gaete,
“Un Parque de Arena:
Intervención Urbana
Siempre Fiesta En Madrid,” Plataforma Urbana
(blog), accessed November 19, 2019, http://
www.plataformaurbana.
cl/archive/2014/04/06/
un-parque-de-arena-intervencion-urbana-siempre-fiesta-en-madrid/.

31

James Taylor-Foster,
“Playfully Reimagining Madrid’s Urban
Realm,” ArchDaily, March
20, 2014, http://www.
archdaily.com/487114/
playfully-reimagining-madrid-s-urban-realm/.

Fig.28
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BIDGING TWO WORLDS
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Through the urban fabric and its
development, opportunities rise
when onerous spaces are being
avoided. How can we open up a
normally abandoned space to its
neighborhood users? How can
the space created through
development mistakes be taken
into an advantage as a tactic of
intervention within the site? To
Offer something new from
something uncelebrated?
After the Second World
War, Aldo Van Eyck developed
hundreds of playgrounds in
Amsterdam in parks, squares
but also derelict sites from the
war. He designed over 700 site
specific playgrounds (Fig.31).
Taking into account the

71

70

70

Bridging
Two Worlds

Fig.31

73
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Fig.32

constraints that are provided by
these places, each playground
was unique and site specific
(Fig.32). He developed an
architecture of the In-Between
realm inspired by Martin Buber’s
“real third.”32 Real Third was
explained as a thing that doesn’t
affect only one person or
another disjointedly in a neutral
environment encompassing all
these elements, but they are
correlated and interlinked within
the same dimension. That Thing
happens in a dimension only

32

Rob Withagen and Simone
R. Caljouw, “Aldo van
Eyck’s Playgrounds: Aesthetics, Affordances, and
Creativity,” Frontiers
in Psychology 8 (2017),
https://doi.org/10.3389/
fpsyg.2017.01130.

accessible to the ones within it
and is accessible to them. Van
Eyck adopted an “infill” strategy,
using existing and ignored spots
in the city to create places for
social gathering and children’s
play (Fig.33). These interventions aimed then at creating
spaces within places that
fostered a dialogue and stimulated community life in which
children take part. At that
period of time and since the
16th century children’s play has
been important in Dutch culture

which is why it has an important
role in community life. His
design strategies had two
simple tactics:
- Remove the fence that
usually surrounds playgrounds
- Adding benches in that
space allowed guardians and
parents to sit and gather.
With simple design intervention (Fig.34) the playgrounds
not only became a central part
of the city but also fostered and
stimulated dialogues with the
community.

Fig.33

Fig.34
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Another project that
connected the people to the
area they live in was by The Decorators. They believe that every
place is unique, and they try to
find ways to celebrate the
culture surrounding that place
(Fig.35).33 Ridley’s was a temporary restaurant near a marker
that involved its traders (Fig.36).
The structure linked the market,
its merchants and the neighbors.34 The structure was up for
less than 28 days, as its the
timelines regulated in UK for
what is considered to be temporary. That restriction allowed the
project to connect to the social
context. The temporality of the
structure allowed more experi-

33

Kristina Anilane and Luis
Sacristan Murga, “Temporary Acts,” Int|AR 09
(n.d.): 12–15.

34

Guglielmo Rossi, Graphic- Ridley’s Temporary
Restaurant - the-Decorators, September 2011,
September 2011, http://
the-decorators.net/Ridley-s-Temporary-Restaurant.

35

Anilane and Murga, “Temporary Acts.”

36

“Ridley’s Temporary
Restaurant - the-Decorators.”

mentation as its an ephemeral
structure. It tested a new concept and the designers took
more risks with it. Ridley’s was a
performative project that encompassed a “temporary acts”
philosophy. The Decorators
started their project by questioning people of the neighborhood who they are, what is a
neighborhood to them and what
community signifies for them.35
In response to that, the project
broke down the traditional
restaurant format to bring a
closer connection between the
consumer and the producer. The
architecture engaged its social
surroundings. The food made
was from the market. The

customers got to know and be
closer to the produce they’ll be
eating and the merchants selling
them. In the restaurant structure, the chefs are on the first
floor and customers on the
upper level. A table was the link
between both worlds. When the
food was ready, the table would
be mechanically raised to the
customers. This whole mechanic
and concept allowed to create
an engagement and a feeling of
connection with the market that
didn’t exist before (Fig.37). The
structure permitted to bridge a
connection between the neighborhood to its own community.36

Fig.36
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Beacon Hill
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North End
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Back Bay
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Lacunae typologies
Through intentional urban exploration
within the urbanscapes of the city of
Boston, I categorized the underutilized
awkward spaces into seven categories.

Space Wedges Created
through Zoning Flukes

Space Under a Bridge

Framed Voids

Abandoned Alleyway

Underutilized Roofs

Development Leftover

Large Staircase

DESIGN INTERVENTION

95

97

96

#

1
Restaurant
Performance
Center

Retail

2

3

Green Space

Parking

Convention
Center
Fire Station
Eduation
Mechanical
Building
Hynes Convention
Center Station
Old Green Line
Station

Back Bay site was selected as
the first attempt to answer the
larger question of this thesis
topic. The site is a collection of
overlooked lacuna in the
urbanscape.
At the junction between
Boylston street and Massachusetts avenue, the neighborhood
is a highly developed neighborhood, with different programing
offered in the area, varying from
education to shopping store.

Selected Sites

Design Intervention
on Back Bay

There are three different
levels in this site, the structure
leftover is 1 foot lower from the
street path. The framed void and
the abandoned street are 8’
below the street path.

Through increased visibility,
these spaces will become vital
points of interaction and engagement in the overall community network. Like a system of
acupuncture, which strategically
stimulates the flow of pathways
within the human body, each
site intervention will set in
motion a system of relations
among lacunae within the urban
fabric. To achieve that the use of
the abandoned trains station
and its roof will help create a
loop and a connection between
each area seamlessly.

99

98

With intentional urban
exploration the site offered not
one but three of the lacunae
typologies showcased on the
precedent chapter. From left to
right, We have a framed void, an
abandoned alley way leading to
the old green line train station
and a structure leftover created
for the I-90 highway.
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Site Plan

N
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1
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Lacunae 1:
Framed Void

The design strategies to the
framed void was to first: create a
view vantage point, as a first
attempt to attract the pedestrians
attention walking next to it by
extending the visual staircase line.
The space will be turned into a
coffee shop.

1

107

106

On the lower floor, a line
parallel to the framing wall will
used to create the second
structure: the winter garden. The
coffee shop and the winter
garden structures will then form
a framed courtyard that can be
enjoyed during the summertime
and sunny winter days.

108

109

Going to the lower floor, the
awkward small niche created from
the stairs and the green house
shape is turned into a resting seating area surrounded by plants.

The space under the coffee
shop is turned into a storage for
patio furniture as well as products for the coffee shop. The
bathroom is accessible for the
coffee shop workers.

2

111

110

Lacunae 2:
Abandoned
Alleyway

With this abandoned street leading
to the abandoned train station the
intervention was to reactivate the
street and re-energize it. Couple
of strategies were applied to it:
A colored flooring inspired
by the pattern rhythm from the
overlooked infrastructure near the
space.
A portion of the street is
turned into sport platform so it can
be enjoyed by the students studying in Back Bay neighborhood.
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Two different types of
seats will be added to the stairs
and the concrete edge, as they will
respectively allow a repose moment in the area.
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N
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Lacunae 3:
Underutilized
roof

The abandoned old Green line
station is used a main transition
between all the other Lacunae.
The “ears” of the building are
used as a transitional space
which is a poetical reconnection
of the old function of the building which was a space of movement and transition.
The building is dedicated for the
mind and the body, as the
ground floor is tuned into a
bookstore, and the upper
additional floor is tuned into a
yoga meditation space.
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Bookstore

First floor
N

Created by Lluisa Iborra
from the Noun Project

As the building annexes are
mainly used for circulation, the
leftover space is turned into a
bookstore with some opening
viewpoints to the garden.

The underground floor is
a small niche that visually
connects between the new
program and the subway station.
As the user sits they get to have
a direct view of the subway
track.
The opening will be closed
by a glass window. So one could
enjoy a quiet reading moment,
while having a view on the busyness of the station below them.

Underground floor

121

additional biophilic element. The
added stairs on the yoga space
create a threshold between the
preparation for yoga practice
and the exercise. The stairs
have an additional function as
they become storage drawers
for yoga mats, block, blankets
and any other elements.
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Taking the stairs to the
second floor, leads us to the
yoga space. The added floor has
a sloped roof, reaching its
higher point on the garden side;
allowing the yogis to be immersed in the green space. On
the other side, there is also a
green wall which offers an

Second floor

N
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Let me offer a small break from
this walk thought and present a
longitudinal section that cuts
through all the spaces we’ve
already been through.
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128

Lacunae 4:
Development
Leftover

For this final overlooked space,
a selective infill strategy was put
into action. From the left there
would be a viewing deck,
offering an experience that
would not be expected in such
space. Next to it is a hanging
box from the structure, facing
the carved-out ground, offering
a perfect spot to collect
thoughts and have a break from

4

all the busy life happening in the
area. Following that, on the
platform including the path that
leads to the old train station,
there will be an oddly shaped
triangular flower store. The shop
is at the junction point between
the new train station and the
convention center and/or the
architectural and dance schools
existing in the neighborhood.
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Flower Shop

N
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The second intervention is
the inverted window display,
which that will catch the pedestrian attention. The act of
inverting the window allows to
hang the merchandise as well as
making it easier to use the
constrained corner. There will be
a small metal strip on the floor
to avoid any visual impaired
person to bump into it.
Two main design elements were
implemented for this structure.
The first one is the rotating 360
doors as they offer the shop to
expand its surface to the platform when the weather is
clement. As well it offers a
larger attraction to the pedestrians walking by the store.
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Meditation Capsule

N
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The meditation capsule has a
bridge with cascading roof
height, to allow air to circulate,
but also for the light infiltrate
within the space. As the sides of
the structure will be opaque, the
user could focus on the view
facing him, and enhanced their
journey inward.
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Observation Deck
The observartion desk’s first
floor have a more daring view as
it glides over the highway. This
section was specifically created
for the thrill addicts. The second
floor has a panoramic 360 view
on BackBay where one would
not usually be able to have. This
space can also be turned into a
gallery space for local artists.

N
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neighborhoods (Beacon Hill and
North End) and offer new
spaces for the neighborhood
community to engage with it.
Lacunae is just the beginning of
a long exploration of potential
intervention may they be permanent or temporal infills...

144

This project exposes the hidden
potential in these latent lacunae
that are underused in the urban
fabric. Every neighborhood in
every city has such spaces, the
upcoming steps is to further
develop the tactics of interventions on the other selected

N
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“The interior is a meeting between
the intimate scale of the senses
and the larger scale of
interior architecture they shape”

